3.1 Intercampus Course Sharing (With Other UM System Schools)

The course sharing program enables faculty to reach students from any University within the UM System by allowing the students to enroll in a course using their regular home campus registration process. Course sharing occurs when courses are shared between two or more UM System schools. Each campus will have their own course listed on their schedule of classes, but those courses will be linked in the Course Sharing App so that students from both campuses can participate in one single Canvas site. For courses to be shared, a proposal must be submitted and approved for Intercampus Course Sharing. After approval is granted, please complete the following steps to ensure that the Registrar’s Office can link the UMSL course to the corresponding course on the other campus(es):

1. The Course Sharing Attribute should be added to the shared section. This attribute is what allows the Registrar’s Office to successfully link the course on the backend, and allows students to search for and easily identify shared courses on the Class Search Page. The primary campus will add the Primary attribute and the secondary campus will add the Secondary attribute. If you are unsure if we are primary or secondary, please reach out to the instructor teaching the course for assistance.

2. Add a Note (to Students) that indicates which campus the section is being shared with.

   This is a shared course with UMKC and MU.